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A1-CONTRACTIBILITY OF AFFINE MODIFICATIONS
ADRIEN DUBOULOZ, SABRINA PAULI, AND PAUL ARNE ØSTVÆR
ABSTRACT. We introduce Koras-Russell fiber bundles over algebraically closed fields of characteristic zero.
After a single suspension, this exhibits an infinite family of smooth affine A1-contractible 3-folds. Moreover,
we give examples of stably A1-contractible smooth affine 4-folds containing a Brieskorn-Pham surface, and a
family of smooth affine 3-folds with a higher dimensional A1-contractible total space.
1. INTRODUCTION
Suppose that X is some d-dimensional smooth affine A1-contractible scheme of finite type over an
algebraically closed field F of characteristic zero. Noether normalization shows there exists a branched
covering and A1-weak equivalence X → Ad, resembling a covering space in the sense of topology.
When d = 1, then X is isomorphic to A1 [4, Claim 5.7]. AnyA1-chain connected smooth affine surface
in the sense of Asok-Morel [6] is A1-ruled, i.e., it contains a cylinderlike open subscheme of the form
X ′ × A1, and hence of logarithmic Kodaira dimension −∞ [16]. Thus, when d = 2, deep classification
results in birational geometry due to Miyanishi-Sugie and Fujita [38] imply that X is isomorphic to A2
(see Section 2.7). Thus Ad is the unique up to isomorphism smooth affine A1-contractible and A1-chain
connected scheme of dimension d ≤ 2. Such a characterization fails for A3, as recently witnessed by
Koras-Russell 3-folds of the first kind [14], [26]. Initially used in the monumental work of showing
every Gm-action on the affine 3-space is linearizable [28], these 3-folds are of interest in their own right
as potential counterexamples to the long-standing Zariski cancellation problem [34], [53]. Moreover,
they admit hyperbolic Gm-actions with a unique fixed point, and can be distinguished from A3 by the
Derksen andMakar-Limanov invariants recording locally nilpotent derivations on coordinate rings [19].
For integers n, αi ≥ 2, where α1 and α2 are coprime, a ∈ F×, recall that Koras-Russell 3-folds of the
first kind are defined in A4 by the equation:
(1.1) X (n, αi, a) := {xnz = yα1 + tα2 + ax}.
In [26] it is shown that Koras-Russell 3-folds of the first kind are stablyA1-contractible, and consequently
A1-contractible after a finite suspension by the projective line P1 pointed at infinity:
(1.2) X (n, αi, a) ∧ P1 ∧ · · · ∧ P1 ∼A1 ∗.
Similarly by [26], form ≥ 1, n, αi ≥ 2, whereα1 and nα2 are coprime, a ∈ F×, the sameA1-contractibility
result hold for Koras-Russell 3-folds of the second kind, defined in A4 by the equation:
(1.3) X (m,n, αi, a) := {(xn + yα1)mz = tα2 + ax}.
As shown in [14], X (n, αi, a) is in factA1-contractible. This makes (1.1) the first family of examples of
smooth affine A1-contractible schemes that are not isomorphic to affine spaces. One cannot make such a
distinction topologically because X (n, αi, a) is diffeomorphic to R6 when equipped with the Euclidean
topology; this was shown independently by Dimca and Ramanujam [53, §3]. From the viewpoint of
motivic homotopy theory, the remarkable properties of a Koras-Russell 3-fold of the first kind makes it
an algebro-geometric analogue of theWhitehead manifold. The latter is an open contractible 3-manifold
non-homeomorphic to R3, and the first counterexample to the assertion that every contractible manifold
is homeomorphic to a ball, as stated in a purported proof of the Poincaré conjecture [50], [51]. It is an
open question whether Koras-Russell 3-folds of the second kind (1.3) are A1-contractible.
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In this paper we extend the results in [14] and [26] to classes of examples such as deformed Koras-
Russell 3-folds of the first kind
(1.4) X (n, αi, p) := {xnz = yα1 + tα2 + xp(x, y, t)},
where n, αi ≥ 2 are integers, α1 and α2 are coprime, and p(x, y, t) ∈ F [x, y, t] satisfies p(0, 0, 0) ∈ F ∗.
The special case p(x, y, t) = a ∈ F ∗ recovers (1.1). By [14] it is known that X (n, αi, p) is A1-contractible
when p(x, y, t) = q(x) ∈ F [x] and q(0) ∈ F ∗. Note that X (n, αi, p) is smooth according to the Jacobian
criterion since we assume p(0, 0, 0) ∈ F ∗. Moreover, the unique singular fiber of the projection map
(1.5) prx : X (n, αi, p)→ A
1
x
is a cylinder on the cuspidal curve Γα1,α2 := {y
α1 + tα2 = 0} ⊂ A2, which is A1-contractible:
(1.6) pr−1x (0) = Γα1,α2 × A
1
z ∼A1 ∗.
Here (1.5) is a flat A2-fibration, i.e., a flat surjection with general fibers isomorphic to A2, restricting to a
trivial A2-bundle over A1xr {0} and X (n, αi, p) is factorial (see e.g., [23, Lemma 3.1]). The A
1-homotopy
theory of deformed Koras-Russell 3-folds of the first kind (1.4) is essentially governed by (1.5) and (1.6).
More generally, we make the following definition.
Definition 1.7. Suppose s(x) ∈ F [x] has positive degree and let R(x, y, t) ∈ F [x, y, t]. Define the closed
subscheme X (s,R) of A1x × A
3 = Spec(F [x][y, z, t]) by the equation:
{s(x)z = R(x, y, t)}.
We say that the projection map
(1.8) ρ := prx : X (s,R)→ A
1
x
defines a Koras-Russell fiber bundle if
(a) X (s,R) is a smooth scheme, and
(b) For every zero x0 of s(x), the zero locus in A2 = Spec(F [y, t]) of the polynomial R(x0, y, t) is an
integral rational plane curve with a unique place at infinity and at most unibranch singularities.
Remark 1.9. Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 2.6 show that a Koras-Russell fiber bundle is isomorphic to A3 if
and only if for every zero x0 of s(x) the curve {R(x0, y, t) = 0} is isomorphic to A1. For the theory of
unibranch singularities, we refer to [55].
As examples of Koras-Russell fiber bundles we consider smooth affine 3-folds with degenerate fibers.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ m, choose distinct linear forms li(x) = (x − xi) ∈ F [x], ni, αi, βi ≥ 2, where αi and βi are
coprime, and a ∈ F×. We define Xm(ni, αi, βi, a) or simply Xm by the equation in A4:
(1.10) Xm = Xm(ni, αj, βj , a) := {
(
m∏
i=1
li(x)
ni
)
z =
m∑
i=1
∏
j 6=i
lj(x)
 (yαi + tβi)
+ a m∏
i=1
li(x)}.
In the case of two degenerate fibers, (1.10) takes the form:
(1.11) X2 = {(x− x1)n1(x − x2)n2z = (x− x1)(yα2 + tβ2) + (x − x2)(yα1 + tβ1) + a(x− x1)(x− x2)}.
For allm the Makar-Limanov invariant of Xm(ni, αj , βj , a) equals F [x] (see Example 2.12); hence we can
distinguish it from A3. Moreover, the projection map
(1.12) prx : Xm(ni, αj , βj , a)→ A
1
x
defines a trivialA2-bundle over the punctured affine lineA1xr{x1, . . . , xm}. Its fiber over the closed point
xi ∈ A1x is isomorphic to the cylinder on the cuspidal curve Γαi,βi : {y
αi + tβi = 0}. By counting closed
fibers non-isomorphic to A2 we show Xm and Xm′ are non-isomorphic whenm 6= m′ (see Lemma 2.14).
Thus the next result furnish an infinite family of stably A1-contractible smooth affine schemes.
Theorem 1.13. Suppose ρ : X (s,R) → A1x is a Koras-Russell fiber bundle with basepoint the origin.
There are A1-contractible suspensions:
X (s,R) ∧ S1 ∼A1 X (s,R) ∧ P
1 ∼A1 ∗.
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Remark 1.14. In general, A1-weak equivalences do not desuspend, e.g., by homotopy purity we have
(Gm ∨Gm)∧P1 ∼A1 (P
1r {0, 1,∞} = Spec(F [t±1, (1− t)−1]))∧P1, but there is no A1-weak equivalence
between Gm ∨Gm and P1 r {0, 1,∞} by [52]. Theorem 1.13 does not allows us to conclude that X (s,R)
is A1-contractible.
A systematic study of A1-contractible varieties presents itself by noting that deformed Koras-Russell
3-folds are examples of affine modifications [31]. It turns out that forming such "affine blow-ups" are
intertwined with questions about A1-contractibility. This provides a useful technique for constructing
families of A1-contractible smooth affine varieties. By way of example, we consider affine modifications
of deformed Koras-Russell 3-folds of the first kind (1.4). This yields iterated Koras-Russell 3-folds of the
first kind defined in A4 by
(1.15) Y(m,ni, αi, p) := {xn1z = (xn2y + zm)α1 + tα2 + xp(x, xn2y + zm, t)},
where m,ni, αi ≥ 2, mα1 and α2 are coprime, and p(x,w, t) ∈ F [x,w, t] satisfies p(0, 0, 0) ∈ F ∗. The
projection map prx : Y(m,ni, αi, p) → A
1
x has a unique singular fiber A
1 × Γmα1,α2 at the origin and
restricts to a trivial A2-bundle over A1x r {0}. By Theorem 2.4 it follows that Y(m,ni, αi, p) in (1.15) is
not isomorphic to A3.
Theorem 1.16. For every iterated Koras-Russell 3-fold of the first kind (1.15) there are A1-contractible
suspensions:
Y(m,ni, αi, p) ∧ S
1 ∼A1 Y(m,ni, αi, p) ∧ P
1 ∼A1 ∗.
Inspired by these 3-folds and the classical Brieskorn-Pham surfaces [43]
(1.17) Sαi := {y
α1
1 + y
α2
2 + y
α3
3 = 0},
for pairwise coprime integers αi ≥ 2, we form the smooth affine modification
(1.18) Y(n, αi, p) := {xnz = yα11 + y
α2
2 + y
α3
3 + xp(x, y1, y2, y3)},
where n ≥ 2, and p(x, y1, y2, y3) ∈ F [x, y1, y2, y3] satisfies p(0, 0, 0, 0) ∈ F ∗. The 4-fold (1.18) is not an
affine space since it has a nontrivial Makar-Limanov invariant (see e.g., [29, Proposition 11.1]). In a
special case we show (1.18) is "stably A1-contractible" in the following sense:
Theorem 1.19. If α3 = mα1α2 + 1, m > 0, then the smooth affine 4-fold Y(n, αi, p) in (1.18) becomes
A1-contractible after a finite suspension with the projective line P1 pointed at infinity:
Y(n, αi, p) ∧ P
1 ∧ · · · ∧ P1 ∼A1 ∗.
Relation to other works. Asok-Doran produced families of non-isomorphic smooth quasi-affine but
not affine n-dimensional varieties for n ≥ 4 that are A1-contractible [4]. Their main technique, tracing
back to classical contractibility results for PL and smooth manifolds, is to form quotients of affine spaces
by free actions of unipotent groups. Inspired by Asok’s lectures [2] and connections to the Zariski
cancellation problem, [14] and [26] established A1-contractibility results for smooth affine Koras-Russell
3-folds of the first and second kind. In this paper we open a systematic study of such examples by
utilizing the geometric technique of affine modifications to craft accessible and widely applicable proofs
of A1-contractibility. This represents a concise version of the theory that strengthens the results in [14]
and [26], presents new insights, and opens new lines of inquiry.
Outline. In Section 2 we review background on affine algebraic geometry and A1-homotopy theory.
We review and give examples of affine modifications. Related to A1-contractibility we study A1-chain
connectedness — an algebro-geometric analogue of path connectedness introduced by Asok-Morel [6]
—which loosely speaking means that any two points can be connected by the images of a chain of maps
from the affine line. There are many elementary open problems related to these notions; we record a few
sample questions which we believe warrant further investigation.
Section 3 improves on the stableA1-contractibility results in [26] by producing several new families of
examples. This is achieved by explicit calculations of Bloch’s higher Chow groups [9] or equivalently of
motivic cohomology in the sense of Suslin-Voevodsky [48], [49]. Using the techniques of stable motivic
homotopy theory allow us to conclude A1-contractibility after a finite number of suspensions with P1.
For an elucidation of these techniques and further references we refer to [26].
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Our main results are shown in Section 4. The proof of Theorem 1.13 proceeds by induction on the
number of singular fibers of (1.8). For the induction step we invoke the geometric construction of an
affine modification along a divisor in the sense of Kaliman-Zaı˘denberg [31], a notion tracing back to [12]
and [54]. Moreover, by homotopy purity for closed embeddings [39, Theorem 3.2.23] and excision over
open neighborhoods of the origin, we reduce the proof to the special case of deformed Koras-Russell
3-folds of the first kind (1.4). As alluded to above an explicit calculation shows X (n, αi, p) → Spec(F )
induces an isomorphism on higher Chow groups; this generalizes [26, Proposition 3.3]. Combined with
the results in [26, §4] we conclude there is an A1-weak equivalence:
(1.20) X (n, αi, p) ∧ P1 ∧ · · · ∧ P1 ∼A1 ∗.
To understand the geometry of the 3-fold X (n, αi, p) we study its Ga-action corresponding to the
locally nilpotent derivation
∂ = xn
∂
∂y
+ (α1y
α1−1 + x
∂
∂y
p(x, y, t))
∂
∂z
on the coordinate ring of X (n, αi, p), with fixed point locus the affine line {x = y = t = 0} ∼= A1z . The
geometric quotient X (n, αi, p) → X (n, αi, p)/Ga yields an A1-bundle X (n, αi, p) r A1z → S(α1, α2) in
the category of algebraic spaces [33]. We note there exists a factorization
(1.21) X (n, αi, p)rA1z
((PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
pi|
// A2x,t r {(0, 0)}
S(α1, α2),
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
where π| is the restriction of π := prx,t : X (n, αi, p)→ A
2
x,t toX (n, αi, p)rA
1
z . To construct (1.21) we form
a cyclic Galois cover of A2x,t of order α1 and consequently of X (n, αi, p) by pullback via π. The maps
arise as geometric quotients for µα1 -equivariant maps by gluing copies of A
2 r {(0, 0)} by the identify
away from a family of cuspidal curves. Here X (n, αi, p) r A1z → S(α1, α2) is an étale locally trivial
A1-bundle. We have S(α1, α2) ∼= S(α1, 1), and both of the projection maps for the smooth quasi-affine
4-fold
(1.22) (X (n, αi, p)rA1z)×S(α1,α2) (X (n, α1, 1, p)rA
1
z)
are Zariski locally trivial A1-bundles, and hence A1-weak equivalences. The fiber product in (1.22) is
formed in algebraic spaces over the punctured affine plane A2x,t r {(0, 0)}. Furthermore, the projection
prx : X (n, α1, 1, p)→ A
1
x is a trivial A
2-bundle. Hence X (n, α1, 1, p) ∼= A3x,y,z and we obtain:
X (n, αi, p)rA
1
z ∼A1 X (n, α1, 1, p)rA
1
z ∼A1 A
2
x,t r {(0, 0)}.
Combined with an explicit calculation of cohomology with Milnor-Witt K-theory sheaves using (1.20)
we conclude π| is an A1-weak equivalence.
The projection π gives rise to a commutative diagram of cofiber sequences:
(1.23) X (n, αi, p)rA1z //
pi|

X (n, αi, p) //
pi

X (n, αi, p)/(X (n, αi, p)rA
1
z) ∼A1 (A
1
z)+ ∧ (P
1)∧2
∼
A1

A2x,t r {(0, 0)} // A
2
x,t
// A2x,t/A
2
x,t r {(0, 0)} ∼A1 (P
1)∧2.
The rightmost vertical map in (1.23) is an A1-weak equivalence according to homotopy purity for closed
embeddings [39, Theorem 3.2.23]. By continuing (1.23) into a long cofiber sequence we find that the
simplicial suspension of X (n, αi, p) is A1-contractible:
(1.24) ΣsX (n, αi, p) := X (n, αi, p) ∧ S1 ∼A1 ∗.
This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.13 since P1 ∼A1 Gm ∧ S1 by the standard open covering of the
projective line.
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In conclusion we note a family ofA1-contractible 3-folds with anA1-contractible total space. Let us fix
n ≥ 4, coprime integers α1, α2 ≥ 2, and set Y := Spec(F [a2, . . . , an−1]) ≃ An−2F . With these conventions
we define the subscheme X ⊂ Y × A4F by the equation:
(1.25) X := {xnz = yα1 + tα2 + x+ x2 +
n−1∑
i=2
aix
i+1}.
Here prY : X → Y is a smooth family whose fibers are A
1-contractible and non-isomorphic to A3 over
the corresponding residue fields [14]. Furthermore, the fibers of prY over the F -rational points of Y are
pairwise non-isomorphic F -schemes which are all A1-stably isomorphic. We claim the total space X of
this family is A1-contractible. Indeed, rewriting the defining equation (1.25) for X on the form
{x3(−a2 −
n−1∑
i=3
aix
i−2 + xn−3z) = yα1 + tα2 + x(1 + x)},
and noting that Z = −a2 −
∑n−1
i=3 aix
i−2 + xn−3z is a variable of F [x][a2, a3, . . . , an−1, z] in the sense
that F [x][a2, a3, . . . , an−1, z] = F [x][Z, a3, . . . , an−1, z], we see that X is isomorphic to the product of
An−2F = Spec(F [a3, . . . , an−1, z])with the deformed Koras-Russell threefold:
X (3, α1, α2, (1 + x)) := {x
3Z = yα1 + tα2 + x(1 + x) ⊂ Spec (F [x, Z, y, t])}.
Since X (3, α1, α2, (1 + x)) is A1-contractible [14], so is X by homotopy invariance.
Throughout the paper we work over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic zero. We write
SchF and SmF for the categories of separated and separated smooth schemes of finite type over F .
2. BACKGROUND IN AFFINE ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY AND A1-HOMOTOPY THEORY
2.1. Affinemodifications. Ourmain technique for generating examples ofA1-contractible smooth affine
schemes involves affine modifications. This construction is ubiquitous, e.g., every affine birational map
between integral affine schemes of finite type arises from an affine modification see [31, Theorem 1.1].
An affine modification is a birational construction which also makes sense for non-affine schemes [13]:
Definition 2.1. Suppose (Z ⊂ D ⊂ X ) be a triple consisting of an effective Cartier divisor D on an
integral scheme X with sheaf of rational functions KX and a closed subscheme Z with ideal sheaf IZ ⊂
OX (−D). Then the affine modification of X along D with center in Z is the affine X -scheme
πD,Z : X˜ (D,Z) = Spec(OX [IZ/D])→ X ,
where OX [IZ/D] denotes the quotient of the Rees algebra
R(IZ ⊗OX (D)) =
⊕
n≥0
(IZ ⊗OX (D))
ntn ⊂ KX [t]
of the fractional ideal IZ ⊗OX (D) ⊂ KX by the ideal generated by 1− t.
Via the canonical open immersion
j : X˜ (D,Z) →֒ ProjX (R(IZ ⊗OX (D))) ≃ ProjX (R(IZ )),
the affine modification X˜ (D,Z) coincides with the complement in the blow-up
σZ : BlZX = ProjX (R(IZ))→ X
of X with center Z of the proper transform
Dpr := ProjX (R(IZ ⊗OX (D))/t) ⊂ BlIZX
of the divisor D. The proper transform Dpr of D is in general different from its strict transform D′, i.e.,
the closure of σ−1Z (D r Z)) in BlZX . However, these two schemes coincide when Z is a local complete
intersection in D [13, Proposition 1.10].
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Letting E := σ−1Z (Z) be the exceptional divisor of the blow-up σZ , we note that σZ restricts to an
isomorphism X˜ (D,Z)r E
∼=→ X rD. We refer to
EZ/D := X˜ (D,Z) ∩ E = E rD
pr
as the exceptional fiber of the affine modification πD,Z : X˜ (D,Z)→ X .
For an integral affine scheme X = Spec(A) and f 6= 0 an element in an ideal I ⊂ A, the affine
modification of X along the principal divisor div(f) with center V (I) is isomorphic to the spectrum of
the sub-A-algebra
A[I/f ] ∼= A[tI]/(1− tf) ∼= {a/fk | a ∈ Ik, k ≥ 0} ⊂ Af .
as defined in [31]. We denote the exceptional divisor of an affine modification of an integral affine
scheme by EI/f .
Example 2.2. (See [12].) Suppose f, a1, . . . , an is a regular sequence generating the ideal of the closed
subschemeZ ⊂ Am = Spec(F [x1, . . . , xm]). Then A˜n(div(f),Z) is isomorphic to the subscheme ofAm+n
defined by the equations:
{ai(x1, ..., xm)− tif(x1, ..., xm) = 0}1≤i≤n ⊂ A
m+n = Spec(F [t1, . . . , tn, x1, . . . , xm]).
Example 2.3. The following smooth schemes from Section 1 are examples of affine modifications. Here
we identify the coordinate ring of X (n, αi, p) with the subalgebra F [x, y, t, x−n(yα1 + tα2 + xp(x, y, t))]
of F [x±1, y, t], i.e., X (n, αi, p) is the affine modification prx,y,t : X (n, αi, p) → A
3
x,y,t of Spec(F [x, y, t])
along the principal divisor div(xn) with center Z defined by the ideal (xn, yα1 + tα2 + xp(x, y, t)). That
is, X (n, αi, p) is isomorphic to the complement of the proper transform of the divisor n{x = 0} in the
blowup of A3 with center Z . Similar reasoning applies to the other examples in Table 1.
X˜ (D,Z) X divisor D ideal defining Z
(1.4) X (n, αi, p) A3 n{x = 0} (xn, yα1 + tα2 + xp(x, y, t))
(1.10) Xm(ni, αj , βj , a) A3
∑
i nidiv(li(x)) (
∏
i li(x)
ni ,
∑
i((
∏
j 6=i lj(x))(y
αi + tβi)) +
∏
i li(x))
(1.8) X (s,R) A3 div(s(x)) (s(x), R(x, y, t))
(1.15) Y(m,ni, αi, p) (1.4) n2{x = 0} (xn2 , y − zm)
(1.18) Y(n, αi, p) A4 n{x = 0} (xn, yα11 + y
α2
2 + y
α3
3 + xp(x, y1, y2, y3))
TABLE 1. Affine modifications
Given a closed embedding Z →֒ X between smooth schemes, the (affine) deformation space D(X ,Z)
of Z in X [22, Chapter 5], [45] is the complement of the proper transform of X × {0} in the blow-up
BlZ×{0}(X ×A
1)→ X ×A1 of X ×A1 along Z ×{0}. In other words, D(X ,Z) is the affine modification
of X ×A1 along the divisor D = X×{0}with center in Z = Z×{0}. WhenX is affine, this construction
is called the hyperbolic modification of X with center Z (see [53]).
2.2. Exotic affine spaces. Recall that a smooth affine d-dimensional C-variety X is called exotic if X is
non-isomorphic to AdC and its underlying smooth manifold is diffeomorphic to R
2d [53, Definition 3.1].
In dimension d ≥ 3, the h-cobordism and Lefschetz hyperplane section theorems imply that smooth
affine contractible C-varieties are diffeomorphic to R2d by the Dimca-Ramanujam theorem [53, §3]. The
following beautiful result due to Kaliman [27] is a useful test for detecting exotic 3-folds. It was extended
to all fields of characteristic zero by Daigle-Kaliman [11, Theorem 4.2] using a Lefschetz principle.
Theorem 2.4. If the general fibers of a regular function φ : A3 → A1 are isomorphic to the affine plane
A2, then all the closed fibers of φ are isomorphic to A2.
Example 2.5. Theorem 2.4 does not apply to the 4-fold Y(n, αi, p) defined in (1.18) (see [30]).
Kaliman-Zaı˘denberg noted the following version of Miyanishi’s characterization of A3C [30, p.1650].
Theorem 2.6. A smooth contractible affine complex 3-fold X is isomorphic to A3C if and only if there
exists a regular function φ : X → A1C such that every closed fiber has at most isolated singularities and
the general fibers are isomorphic to A2C.
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2.3. Topological contractibility of affine modifications. In [31, Proposition 3.1, Theorem 3.1] Kaliman-
Zaidenberg give useful criteria for when an affine modification induces isomorphisms on fundamantal
groups and singular homology. When combined with the classical Hurewicz and Whitehead theorems
(see e.g., [25, Theorems 4.5, 4.23]), one obtains the following version of [31, Corollary 3.1, Remark 3.1].
Theorem 2.7. Suppose (Z = V (I) ⊂ Df = div(f) ⊂ X = Spec(A) is a triple in SchC, where X is an
affine variety and I is generated by a regular sequence f, a1, . . . , an. Let π : X˜ (Df ,Z)→ X be the affine
modification of X along D with center Z and suppose that:
(1) the supports of Df and the exceptional divisor EI/f are irreducible,
(2) π∗(suppDf ) = EI/f ,
(3) suppDf and EI/f are topological manifolds,
(4) Z →֒ Df is a homotopy equivalence.
Then X˜ (Df ,Z) is contractible if and only if X is contractible.
Remark 2.8. Assumption (2) implies σI(EI/f ) intersects the smooth part of Df nontrivially. Theorem 2.7
holds more generally for finite decompositions into irreducible components Df =
∑m
i=1Di and EI/f =∑m
i=1 Ei such that (2)-(4) hold componentwise.
Example 2.9. The hypersurface S := {x2z = y2 + x} ⊂ A3 is the affine modification of A2 along
the principal divisor Df given by f = x2 with center defined by (x2, y2 + x). It is not topologically
contractible since the first homology group H1(S) ∼= Z/2Z. This follows from the Thom isomorphism
and the commutative diagram of exact sequences:
(2.10) H2(S) //

H0(EI/f) = Z //
·2

H1(S r EI/f) //
∼=

H1(S) //

0
H2(A
2) = 0 // H0(Df ) = Z
∼= // H1(A
2 rDf ) // H1(A2) = 0 // 0.
This example does not contradict Theorem 2.7 because π∗(suppDf ) = 2EI/f 6= EI/f .
Example 2.11. Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 2.7 show the following examples are exotic 3-folds.
» Every deformed Koras-Russell 3-fold X (n, αi, p) given by (1.4) is topologically contractible. The
projection prx : X (n, αi, p) → A
1
C (1.4) has zero fiber pr
−1
x (0) = Γα1,α2 × A
1
z 6
∼= A2C (1.6) with
non-isolated singularities. Hence X (n, αi, p) is not isomorphic to A3.
» By Remark 2.8, Xm(ni, αj , βj , a) defined in (1.10) is topologically contractible. The projection
prx : Xm(ni, αj , βj , a)→ A
1
x has general fiber A
2 while pr−1x (xj) ∼= A
1 × Γαj ,βj .
» As noted in Remark 1.9 a Koras-Russell fiber bundle is isomorphic to A3 if and only if for every
zero of s(x) the curve {a(y, t) = 0} is isomorphic to A1.
» Y(m,ni, αi, p) defined in (1.15) is topologically contractible because it is an affinemodification of
some topologically contractible deformed Koras-Russell 3-fold. Here prx : Y(m,ni, αi, p) → A
1
x
has general fiber A2 while pr−1x (0) ∼= A
1 × Γmα1,α2 .
We note every vector bundle on these exotic 3-folds are trivial by a result of Murthy [40, Theorem 3.6].
2.4. Locally nilpotent derivations. TheMakar-Limanov invariant of an affine algebraic variety X is the
subring ML(X ) of Γ(X ,OX ) comprised of regular functions invariant under any Ga-action [36]. For a
commutative F -domain A, let LND(A) denote the locally nilpotent derivations ∂ : A → A. With this
notation we have:
ML(X ) =
⋂
∂∈LND(Γ(X ,OX ))
ker(∂).
Moreover, the Derksen invariant D(X ) of X is the subalgebra of Γ(X ,OX ) generated by the kernels of
all nonzero locally nilpotent derivations ∂ ∈ LND(Γ(X ,OX )) (see [19] for a survey of these invariants).
Example 2.12. » ML(An) = F for n ≥ 1 and D(An) = F [x1, . . . , xn] for n ≥ 2 while D(A1) = 0.
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» The same arguments as in [29, Theorem 9.1] for the Russell cubic, i.e., the hypersurface
(2.13) R := {x2z = y2 + t3 + x} ⊂ A4,
show more generally thatML(X (s,R)) = F [x] and D(X (s,R)) = F [x, z, t] for the Koras-Russell
fiber bundles introduced in Definition 1.7.
Lemma 2.14. For m 6= m′ ∈ Z the smooth affine 3-folds Xm and Xm′ with degenerate fibers (1.10) are
non-isomorphic.
Proof. If there exists an isomorphism φ : Xm → Xm′ we obtain a commutative diagram:
(2.15) Xm

φ
// Xm′

Spec(ML(Xm))
φ|
// Spec(ML(Xm′)).
Here the vertical maps, induced by ML(Xm) ⊂ OXm and ML(Xm′) ⊂ OXm′ can be identified with the
respective projection maps to A1x becauseML(Xm) = ML(Xm′) = F [x] according to Example 2.12. Since
m 6= m′ we conclude by counting the number of closed fibers non-isomorphic to A2. 
2.5. A1-homotopy theory. Following Morel-Voevodsky [39] (see e.g., [17] for an introduction) we view
schemes over F as analogous to topological spaces with A1 playing the role of the unit interval. Recall
that X is A1-contractible if the canonical map X → Spec(F ) is an A1-weak equivalence in the sense of
[39]. Affine spaces are readily A1-contractible. We will make repeatedly use of the following example.
Example 2.16. The cuspidal curve Γα1,α2 is A
1-contractible. Since OΓα1,α2 is isomorphic to F [w
α1 , wα2 ],
the normalization of the cuspidal curve A1w → Γα1,α2 is given by w 7→ (w
α2 , wα1). This map is an
A1-weak equivalence, even an isomorphism of representable presheaves on SmF (see [4, Example 2.1]).
The following result elucidates the role of affine modifications in A1-homotopy theory.
Theorem 2.17. Suppose (Z ⊂ D ⊂ X ) is a triple in SmF as in Definition 2.1 with affine modification
π : X˜ (D,Z)→ X such that the following holds:
(1) the supports of D and of the exceptional divisor EZ/D are irreducible,
(2) Z ⊂ D is an A1-weak equivalence.
Then there is a naturally induced A1-weak equivalence between simplicial suspensions:
(2.18) Σsπ : ΣsX˜ (D,Z)
∼
A1→ ΣsX .
Furthermore, if X˜ (D,Z) is A1-contractible, then X is A1-contractible.
Proof. Since (Z ⊂ D ⊂ X ) is a smooth triple, the affine modification X˜ := X˜ (D,Z) is isomorphic to
the complement of the proper transform D′ of D in the blow-up σ : BlZX → X of X along Z , and
π : X˜ → X coincides with the restriction of σ. The exceptional divisor E of σ is isomorphic to the
projective bundle p : P(NZ/X ) → Z of lines in the normal bundle NZ/X of Z in X . The normal bundle
NE/X˜ of E in BlZX is equal to the tautological line subbundle OP(NZ/X )(−1) of p
∗NZ/X . From the exact
sequence 0 → NZ/D → NZ/X → ND/X |Z → 0, we obtain a closed embedding P(NZ/D) →֒ P(NZ/X )
as a hyperplane sub-bundle given by the zero locus of the global section of OP(NZ/X )(1) ⊗ p
∗ND/X |Z
deduced from the composition OP(NZ/X )(−1)→ p
∗NZ/X → p
∗ND/X |Z .
It follows from the setup that P(NZ/D) ⊂ P(NZ/X ) coincides with the intersection of the proper
transform D′ of D with E . The restriction map p| : EZ/D = E r D′ = P(NZ/X ) r P(NZ/D) → Z is
then a locally trivial Ad-bundle, d = codimD(Z); in particular, it is an A1-weak equivalence. Moreover,
since P(NZ/X ) is the zero locus of a section of OP(NZ/X )(1)⊗ p
∗ND/X |Z , it follows that the restriction of
NE/X˜ = OP(NZ/X )(−1) to EZ/D coincides with p
∗ND/X |Z , hence it is equal to p∗|ND/X |Z .
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Now consider the following diagram of cofiber sequences:
(2.19) X˜ r EZ/D //
pi|

X˜ //
pi

X˜/(X˜ r EZ/D)
pi

X rD // X // X/(X rD).
Since σ−1(D) = D′ ∪ E , the leftmost vertical map π| : X˜ r EZ/D → X r D is an isomorphism. By
construction, the restriction of σ to EZ/D factors as the composition of p| : EZ/D = E r D′ → Z with
i : Z →֒ D. On the other hand, by homotopy purity for closed embeddings [39, Theorem 3.2.23], we
have A1-weak equivalences:
X˜/(X˜ r EZ/D)
∼
A1→ Th(NEZ/D/X˜ ) = Th(p
∗
|ND/X |Z) = Th((i ◦ p|)
∗ND/X ) and X/(X rD)
∼
A1→ Th(ND/X ).
Furthermore the map π : X˜/(X˜ r EZ/D) → X/(X r D) induced by π coincides via these equivalences
with the one induced by the composition:
EZ/D = E rD
′ p|→ Z
i
→֒ D.
Here p| : EZ/D → Z is an A1-weak equivalence. By (2) we conclude that π is an A1-weak equivalence.
Since Σs(X˜ r EZ/D) → Σs(X r D) is an A1-weak equivalence, it follows that Σsπ : ΣsX˜ → ΣsX is an
A1-weak equivalence by simplicially suspending the homotopy cofiber sequences in (2.19).
Finally, assuming that X˜ is A1-contractible, applying the very weak five lemma for pointed model
categories [14, Lemma 2.1] to (2.19) implies X is A1-contractible. 
Remark 2.20. Theorem 2.17 holds more generally for finite decompositions into irreducible components
D =
∑m
i=1Di and EZ/D =
∑m
i=1 Ei such that (1) and (2) holds componentwise. For an analogue of
Theorem 2.17 in the setting of motives we refer to [3, Proposition 4].
Example 2.21. » Let R be the Russell cubic defined in (2.13). The affine modification of R along
the divisor D := div(x) with center Z given by the ideal (x, t+1, y− 1) is the hypersurface in A4
given by the equation:
(2.22) X˜ (D,Z) := {xz = x2t3 − 3xt+ 3t+ y2x+ 2y + 1}.
Theorem 2.6 shows X˜ (D,Z) is isomorphic toA3, and henceA1-contractible. However, we cannot
use Theorem 2.17 to conclude R is A1-contractible because (Z ⊂ D ⊂ R) is not a smooth triple.
» Let X be the hypersurface in A6 = Spec(F [x, y, z, t, u, v]) defined by:
{uv = x2z − (y2 + t3 + x)}.
Setting D := div(u) ∼= R× A1v and Z := {u = x = y = t = 0} ∼= A
2
v,z the affine modification
X˜ (D,Z) := {v = x2uz − y2u− t3u2 − x} ⊂ A6
is isomorphic to A5. Since X˜ (D,Z), D, and Z are A1-contractible and the triple (Z ⊂ D ⊂ X ) is
smooth, Theorem 2.17 impliesX isA1-contractible. Further arguments are required to determine
whether or not X is isomorphic to A5.
» We suggest a generalization of the previous example by constructing a potentially nontrivial
family of A1-contractible smooth affine schemes of higher dimensions. For m ≥ 5 and pairwise
coprime integers αi we define hypersurfaces in Am+1 = Spec(F [u, v, x, z, y1, . . . , ym−3]) by:
(2.23) X (n, α1, . . . , αm−3) := {uv = xnz + yα11 + · · ·+ y
αm−3
m−3 + x}.
Then Z = V (u, x, y1, . . . , ym−1) ⊂ Du = div(u) ⊂ X (n, αi) is a smooth triple in Smk satisfying
the assumptions in Theorem 2.17, and:
˜X (n, α1, . . . , αm−3)(D,Z) ∼= A
m ∼A1 ∗.
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Recall from Section 2.1 the defomation spaceD(X ,Z) of a closed embeddingZ →֒ X between smooth
schemes. The composite map
ρ = pr2 ◦ π : D(X ,Z) = X˜ × A
1(D,Z)→ A1
is flat. Its restriction over A1r {0} is isomorphic to the projection on the second factor of X × (A1r {0}),
whereas its fiber over {0} is canonically isomorphic to the normal bundle NZ/X of Z in X .
Corollary 2.24. Let i : Z →֒ X be a closed embedding between A1-contractible irreducible smooth
schemes. Then the simplicial suspension ΣsD(X ,Z) of D(X ,Z) is A1-contractible.
Proof. Since Z and X are both A1-contractible, the inclusion i × id : Z = Z × {0} →֒ D = X × {0} is an
A1-weak equivalence. Theorem 2.17 implies Σsπ : ΣsD(X ,Z) → ΣsX is an A1-weak equivalence. We
are done since X × A1 is A1-contractible. 
Example 2.25. As examples of deformation spaces we look at the origin, a special line and a particular
affine plane in the Koras-Russell 3-fold X = X (n, αi, 1) := {xnz = yα1 + tα2 +x} ⊂ A4 (1.1). As a matter
of notation we write A4 × A1 = Spec(F [x, y, z, t][u]).
» Z = {(0, 0, 0, 0)}. The ideal of Z × {0} in X × A1 is globally generated by the regular sequence
u, y, z, t. The deformation space D(X ,Z) is thus isomorphic to the smooth 4-fold
{xnuz1 = (uy1)
α1 + (ut1)
α2 + x} ⊂ A4 × A1 = Spec(F [x, y1, z1, t1][u]),
and themodificationmap π : D(X ,Z)→ X×A1 is given by (x, y1, z1, t1, u) 7→ (x, uy1, uz1, ut1, u).
» Z = {x = y = t = 0}. The ideal of Z × {0} in X × A1 is globally generated by u, x, y, t. We find
that the deformation space D(X ,Z) is isomorphic to the smooth 4-fold
{xn1u
n−1z = uα1−1y1
α1 + uα2−1t1
α2 + x1} ⊂ A
4 × A1 = Spec(F [x1, y1, z, t1][u]),
with the modification map π : D(X ,Z)→ X ×A1 given by (x1, y1, z, t1, u) 7→ (ux1, uy1, z, ut1, u).
» Z = {z = 0}. The ideal of Z × {0} in X × A1 is globally generated by the regular sequence u, z.
The deformation space D(X ,Z) is isomorphic to the smooth 4-fold
{xnuz1 = y
α1 + tα2 + x} ⊂ A4 × A1 = Spec(F [x, y, z1, t][u]),
and the modification map π : D(X ,Z)→ X × A1 is given by (x, y, z1, t, u) 7→ (x, y, uz1, t, u).
In each case, D(X ,Z) is smooth and the flat map ρ : D(X ,Z) → A1 coincides with the restriction of
pru : A
4 × A1 → A1. Here ρ restricts to a trivial bundle X × (A1 r {0}) over (A1 r {0}) and ρ−1(0) is
isomorphic to A3. Furthermore, since X is A1-contractible, so is the simplicial suspension ΣsD(X ,Z).
We do not know in any of these cases whether D(X ,Z) is A1-contractible. When the base field F is C, it
follows from Theorem 2.7 that D(X ,Z) is contractible.
2.6. A1-chain connectedness. We say that an F -schemeX ∈ SchF isA1-chain connected if X (E) 6= ∅ for
every finitely generated separable field extension E/F , and for all rational points x, y ∈ X (E) there exist
rational points x = x0, x1, . . . , xn−1, xn = y ∈ X (E) and an elementary A1-equivalence fi : A1E → X
between xi−1 and xi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Equivalently, π0(SingA
1
(X )(E)) = 0 for the A1-singular functor of
[39] and every E/F as above.
Remark 2.26. Our definition of A1-chain connectedness is that of [2, Definition 2.2.2], [6, Definition 2.2.2]
generalized to SchF . All A1-chain connected smooth schemes are A1-connected [6, Proposition 2.2.7].
The converse implication is false by [7, §4].
Question 2.27. Is every A1-contractible smooth scheme also A1-chain connected?
We give some supporting examples for Question 2.27 based on the affine modifications in Table 1.
Antieau [2, Proposition 2.4.6] observed the following result for the Russell cubic R in (2.13).
Example 2.28. Every Koras-Russell 3-fold of the first kind X (n, αi, 1) in (1.1) is A1-chain connected.
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Proof. LetE/F be a finitely generated separable field extension. For rational points 0, (y0, t0) ∈ Γα1,α2(E)
on the cuspidal curve {yα1 + tα2 = 0} there is an elementary A1-equivalence A1 → Γα1,α2 given by:
s 7→ (y0s
α2 , t0s
α1).
Thus the fibers A2y,t and Γα1,α2 × A
1
z of the projection prx : X (n, αi, 1)→ A
1
x are A
1-chain connected.
To construct elementary A1-equivalences between points in different fibers we choose polynomials
y(s), t(s) ∈ F [s] such that sn divides y(s)α1 + t(s)α2 + s. For a rational point a ∈ A1(E) the map
A1 → X (n, αi, 1) defined by
s 7→ (x(s), z(s), y(s), t(s)) = (as,
y(as)α1 + t(as)α2 + as
(as)n
, y(as), t(as))
connects a point in the 0-fiber with a point in the a 6= 0-fiber of prx. 
Remark 2.29. For the Russell cubicRwe can choose the elementary A1-equivalence A1 →R defined by:
s 7→ (x(s), z(s), y(s), t(s)) = (as,−2− as, as+ 1,−as− 1).
Example 2.30. Every Brieskorn-Pham surface Sαi in (1.17) is A
1-chain connected.
Proof. For ai ∈ Sαi(E) and E/F as above, the map A
1 → Sαi defined by
s 7→ (a1s
α2α3 , a2s
α1α3 , a3s
α1α2)
is an elementary A1-equivalence between the rational points 0, ai ∈ Sαi(E). 
Example 2.31. The 4-foldY(2, (2, 3, 5), 1) := {x2z = y21+y
3
2+y
5
3+x} ⊂ A
5 in (1.18) isA1-chain connected.
The fibers A3 and S2,3,5 of the projection map prx : Y(2, (2, 3, 5), 1) → A
1
x are A
1-chain connected (see
Example 2.30). An elementary A1-equivalence between the 0-fiber and the a 6= 0-fiber is given by:
s 7→ (x(s), z(s), y1(s), y2(s), y3(s)) = (as,−2− as, as+ 1,−as− 1, 0).
Example 2.32. For coprime integers k > l ≥ 2, the smooth tom Dieck-Petrie surface
(2.33) Vk,l := {
(xz + 1)k − (yz + 1)l − z
z
= 0} ⊂ A2
is the affine modification of Z = (1, 1) ⊂ D = {xk − yl = 0} ⊂ X = A2. It is topologically contractible
by Theorem 2.7, and stably A1-contractible by Theorem 3.2 and [26, Proposition 3.2]. However, Vk,l has
logarithmic Kodaira dimension κ(Vk,l) = 1, and thus it is not A1-chain connected (see Section 2.7). This
example shows that the affine modification construction does not preserve A1-chain connectedness.
2.7. A1-contractible smooth affine surfaces. Let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0.
A1-contractible smooth affine curves over F are isomorphic to the affine line A1 by [4, Claim 5.7]. Let
S be an A1-contractible smooth affine surface over F . By [2, Lemma 2.3.8] A1-contractibility implies
topological contractibility. From [21] it follows that S has logarithmic Kodaira dimension κ(S) equal to
−∞, 1, or 2. In case κ(S) = −∞, the birational classification results due to Miyanishi, Sugie and Fujita
shows S contains a nonempty open subset isomorphic to A1 × C, where C is a smooth affine curve [38].
By Miyanishi’s algebraic characterization of the affine plane we conclude S is isomorphic to A2 [37].
This reduces the question whether A2 is the only smooth affine A1-contractible surface to the following.
Question 2.34. Does every A1-contractible smooth surface over F have negative logarithmic Kodaira
dimension? (An affirmative answer to Question 2.27 would show this is the case.)
Remark 2.35. The Zariski cancellation problem forX a smooth affine d-dimensional scheme asks whether
X × A1 ∼= Ad+1 implies X ∼= Ad. This has been settled affirmatively for curves by Abhyankar, Eakin,
and Heinzer [1], and for surfaces by Fujita [20], Miyanishi and Sugie [38]. When d ≥ 3 this remains an
open problem over fields of characteristic zero, while there exists counterexamples over fields of positive
characteristic; we refer to [24] for a survey. Note that if X is stably isomorphic to an affine space then it
is A1-contractible, e.g., the Russell cubic R is a potential counterexample to Zariski cancellation.
All A1-chain connected smooth schemes in the sense of Asok-Morel [6] are log-uniruled and hence of
negative logarithmic Kodaira dimension [16]. This implies the following classification result.
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Proposition 2.36. AnA1-contractible andA1-chain connected smooth affine surface over an algebraically
closed field of characteristic 0 is isomorphic to the affine plane A2.
A landmark result due to Ramanujam [44] tells us that any smooth complex surfacewhose underlying
analytic space is contractible and simply connected at infinity is isomorphic to A2. 1
Question 2.37. Are A1-contractible smooth affine surfaces simply connected at infinity? (An affirmative
answer to Question 2.34 would show this is the case.)
Remark 2.38. There exist non A1-chain connected topologically contractible smooth affine surfaces non-
isomorphic toA2, e.g., the Ramanujam surface [44] and the tomDieck-Petrie surfaces (see Example 2.32).
Proposition 4.1 in [5] shows that all vector bundles on these surfaces are trivial, i.e., algebraicK-groups
cannot disprove A1-contractibility of these surfaces.
3. HIGHER CHOW GROUPS CALCULATIONS AND STABLE A1-CONTRACTIBILITY
In the following we will make use of a criterion for stable A1-contractibility shown in [26, §4].
Theorem 3.1. Suppose X is a smooth scheme equipped with a rational point x ∈ X (F ). If the natural
map X ×Y → Y induces an isomorphism on higher Chow groups for any smooth affine scheme Y , then
X is stably A1-contractible in the sense that it becomes A1-contractible after a finite suspension with the
projective line pointed at infinity:
(X , x) ∧ P1 ∧ · · · ∧ P1 ∼A1 ∗.
Theorem 3.2. Let X ∈ SchF be an integral scheme. Suppose D is an effective Cartier divisor on X , and
Z a closed subscheme of X with ideal sheaf IZ ⊂ OX (−D) which is a local complete intersection in D.
(i) If for every smooth affine scheme Y , the maps prY : Z ×Y → Y , prY : D×Y → Y , and (f, prY) :
X ×Y → A1×Y induce isomorphisms on higher Chow groups, then so does X˜ (D,Z)×Y → Y .
In addition, if the affine modification X˜ (D,Z) is smooth, then it is stably A1-contractible.
(ii) If for every smooth affine scheme Y , the maps prY : Z × Y → Y , prY : D × Y → Y , and
(f, prY) : X˜ (D,Z) × Y → A
1 × Y induce isomorphisms on higher Chow groups, then so does
X × Y → Y . In addition, if X is smooth, then it is stably A1-contractible.
Proof. Let VW be shorthand for the fiber product V ×W in SchF , let X˜ be shorthand for X˜ (D,Z), and
set E := EZ/D. To prove (i), note that E and U = X˜ r E give rise to a commutative diagram of exact
localization sequences for higher Chow groups:
(3.3)
CH∗(GmY, i + 1) //
(1)

CH∗(Y, i) //
(2)

CH∗(A
1Y, i) //
(3)

CH∗(GmY, i) //
(4)

CH∗(Y, i− 1)
(5)

CH∗(UY, i + 1) // CH∗(EY, i) // CH∗(X˜Y, i) // CH∗(UY, i) // CH∗(EY, i − 1).
Here πD/Z |E : E → Z is a locally trivial Ad-bundle, d = codimD(Z), by the assumption on Z . Hence,
the map prY : E → Y induces an isomorphism on higher Chow groups by hypothesis and homotopy
invariance. It follows that (2) and (5) in (3.3) are isomorphisms. Furthermore, U ∼= X rD and since the
maps prY : DY → Y and (f, prY) : XY → A
1Y induce isomorphisms on higher Chow groups, applying
the five lemma to (3.4) shows (1) and (4) in (3.3) are isomorphisms:
(3.4)
CH∗(Y, i) //

CH∗(A
1Y, i) //

CH∗(GmY, i) //

CH∗(Y, i− 1) //

CH∗(A
1Y, i − 1)

CH∗(DY, i) // CH∗(XY, i) // CH∗(UY, i) // CH∗(DY, i − 1) // CH∗(XY, i − 1).
1An open manifoldM is said to be simply connected at infinity if for every compact subset C ⊂M, there is a compact subset
C′ such that C ⊂ C′ ⊂M andMr C′ is connected and simply connected.
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It follows that (3) in (3.3) is an isomorphism, and we conclude by homotopy invariance. Theorem 3.1
implies the assertion of stable A1-contractibility.
Part (ii) is proved similarly by replacing X˜ with X and interchanging the roles of E and D. 
Corollary 3.5. The deformed Koras-Russel 3-folds of the first kind in (1.4) are stably A1-contractible.
Proof. Recall that X (n, αi, p) in (1.4) is the affine modification of A3 along D := div(xn) with center Z
given by the ideal (xn, yα1 + tα2 + xp(x, y, t)), cf. Table 1. We identify the reduced scheme Zred with the
cuspidal curve Γα1,α2 = {y
α1 + tα2 = 0} ⊂ A2, so that CH∗(Z, i) ∼= CH∗(Γα1,α2 , i) (see [10]). If Y is a
smooth affine scheme, thenZ×Y → Y induces an isomorphism in higher Chow groups [26, Proposition
3.2]. The same conclusion holds for the maps D×Y → Y and (prx, prY) : X ×Y = A
3 ×Y → A1 ×Y by
homotopy invariance. Applying Theorem 3.2 finishes the proof. 
Corollary 3.6. The iterated Koras-Russell 3-folds in (1.15) are stably A1-contractible.
Proof. Recall that Y(m,ni, αi, p) in (1.15) is the affine modification ˜X (n, αi, p)(D = div(xn2),Z = V (I))
where I = (xn2 , y − zm), cf. Table 1. Here Zred is isomorphic Γmα1,α2 and Dred is isomorphic to the
cylinder on Γα1,α2 . For any smooth affine scheme Y , [26, Proposition 3.2] shows the maps D × Y →
Y and Z × Y → Y induce isomorphisms on higher Chow groups. The same holds for (prx, prY) :
X (n, αi, p)× Y → A1 × Y by Corollary 3.5. To conclude we apply Theorem 3.2. 
We show stable A1-contractibility of 4-folds introduced by Kaliman-Zaidenberg in [30]. These can be
distinguished from A4 by the Makar-Limanov invariant.
Corollary 3.7. Form ≥ 2 and coprime integers k > l ≥ 3, the 4-fold defined by
(3.8) {umv =
(xz + 1)k − (yz + 1)l − z
z
} ⊂ A5
is stably A1-contractible.
Proof. The 4-fold in (3.8) is the affine modification of A4u,x,y,z along div(u
2) with center Z given by:
(um,
(xz + 1)k − (yz + 1)l − z
z
).
Here Z is isomorphic to a tom Dieck-Petrie surface, i.e., an affine modification of A2 (see Example 2.32).
Applying Theorem 3.2 to these affine modifications yields the claim. 
Remark 3.9. Settingm = 2, k = 4, and l = 2 the hypersurface in (3.8) is given by:
(3.10) {u2v = x4z3 + 4x3z2 + 6x2z + 4x− y3z2 − 3y2z − 3y − 1}.
Its affine modification along div(u2) with center given by I = (u2, x− 1, y − 1, z) is isomorphic to A4. If
the tom Dieck-Petrie surfaces are A1-contractible, then (3.10) is A1-contractible by Theorem 2.17.
We give twomore examples of stablyA1-contractible smooth affine 4-folds startingwith Theorem 1.19.
Corollary 3.11. If α3 = mα1α2 + 1,m > 0, then Y(n, αi, p) in (1.18) is stably A1-contractible.
Proof. Recall Y := Y(n, αi, p) is the affine modification of A4 along div(xn) and with reduced center
isomorphic to the surface S = {yα11 +y
α2
2 +y
α3
3 = 0} ⊂ A
3, cf. Table 1. By Theorem 3.2 it suffices to show
S × Y → Y induces an isomorphism on higher Chow groups for any smooth affine scheme Y . The map
(pry3 , idY) : S × Y → A
1 × Y fits into the commutative diagram of exact localization sequences:
(3.12)
CH∗(GmY, i+ 1) //
(1)

CH∗(Y, i) //
(2)

CH∗(A
1Y, i) //
(3)

CH∗(GmY, i) //
(4)

CH∗(Y, i− 1)
(5)

CH∗(U , i+ 1) // CH∗(ΓY, i) // CH∗(SY, i) // CH∗(U , i) // CH∗(ΓY, i − 1).
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Here Γ := Γα1,α2 and U := (S × Y)r {y3 = 0}. By [26, Proposition 3.2] the maps (2) and (5) in (3.12) are
isomorphisms. We note there is an isomorphism U ∼= A2 r Γα1,α2 = Spec(F [u, v])r Γα1,α2 via the map
(x, y, z) 7→ (u(−uα1 − vα2)mα2 , v(−uα1 − vα2)mα1 ,−uα1 − vα2),
with inverse:
(u, v) 7→ (
x
zmα2
,
y
zmα1
).
The five lemma and [26, Proposition 3.2] show (1) and (4) in (3.12) are isomorphisms, cf. the proof of
Theorem 3.2. Another application of the five lemma yields that (3) in (3.12) is also an isomorphism. 
Corollary 3.13. The smooth affine 4-fold Y(n, (2, 3, 5), p) in (1.18) is stably A1-contractible.
Proof. As in Corollary 3.11 it suffices to check that S1×Y → Y induces an isomorphism on higher Chow
groups, where Y is an arbitrary smooth affine scheme and S1 := {y21 + y
3
2 + y
5
3 = 0} ⊂ A
3. In effect, we
form the affine modifications:
(3.14) S4
pi3−→ S3
pi2−→ S2
pi1−→ S1.
Here S2 := {y21 + y
3
2y3 + y
3
3} ⊂ A
3 is the affine modification of S1 along div(y3) with center given by
(y3, y1, y2), S3 := {y21 + y
2
2y3 + y
3
3y2 = 0} ⊂ A
3 is the affine modification of S2 along div(y2) with center
given by (y2, y1, y3), and S4 := {y21 + y
2
2y3 + y2 = 0} ⊂ A
3 is the affine modification of S3 along div(y33)
with center given by (y33 , y1, y2). By Theorem 3.2, S1 ×Y → Y induces an isomorphism on higher Chow
groups if and only if the same holds for S4 × Y → Y . Now S4 is the affine modification of A2 along
div(y22) with center given by (y
2
2 ,−y
2
1 − y2), and we are done by Theorem 3.2. 
4. UNSTABLE A1-CONTRACTIBILITY
4.1. Koras-Russell fiber bundles. For the convenience of the reader we recall the notion of a Koras-
Russell fiber bundle, see Definition 1.7 in Section 1.
For a polynomial s(x) ∈ F [x] of positive degree and R(x, y, t) ∈ F [x, y, t], we define the closed
subscheme X (s,R) of A1 × A3 = Spec(F [x][y, z, t]) by the equation {s(x)z = R(x, y, t)}. The projection
map ρ = prx : X (s,R)→ A
1
x in (1.8) is called a Koras-Russell fiber bundle if
(a) X (s,R) is a smooth scheme, and
(b) For every zero x0 ∈ A1(F ) of s(x), the zero locus in A2 = Spec(F [y, t]) of the polynomial
R(x0, y, t) is an integral rational plane curve C with a unique place at infinity and at most uni-
branch singularities. Equivalently, there exists a polynomial a ∈ F [y, t] and b(x, y, t) ∈ F [x, y, t]
such that
R(x, y, t) = a(y, t) + (x− x0)b(x, y, t),
such that C = {a(y, t) = 0}.
By definition, X (s,R) can be realized as the affine modification of A1 × A2 = Spec(F [x][y, t]) along the
principal divisor div(s) with center at the closed subscheme defined by the ideal (s(x), R(x, y, t)). The
map ρ : X (s,R) → A1x restricts to the trivial A
2-bundle with total space Spec(F [x]s(x)[y, t]) over the
principal open subset {s(x) 6= 0} of A1x. For a zero x0 ∈ A
1(F ) of s(x), we have:
(c) If the curve C := {a(y, t) = 0} is smooth, then it isomorphic to A1 and ρ−1(x0) ∼= A2.
(d) If C is singular the Lin-Zaidenberg theorem [35], [41], [42] implies there exists an automorphism
ϕ∗ of F [y, t] such that ϕ∗(a) = yα1 + tα2 for coprime integers αi ≥ 2. Moreover, the fiber ρ−1(x0)
is singular and isomorphic to C × A1.
Example 4.1. Every deformed Koras-Russell 3-fold X (n, αi, p) of the first kind (1.4) is an example of a
Koras-Russell fiber bundle. The unique singular fiber of ρ : X (n, αi, p)→ A1x is ρ
−1(0) ∼= Γα1,α2 × A
1
z .
The following key geometric result reveals a close connection between Koras-Russell fiber bundles
and the existence of Zariski local neighborhoods around rational points on A1.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose ρ : X (s,R)→ A1x is a Koras-Russell fiber bundle and let x0 ∈ A
1(F ).
(1) If ρ−1(x0) is smooth there exists an open neighborhood U of x0 such that ρ : X (s,R)|U → U is a
trivial A2-bundle.
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(2) If ρ−1(x0) is singular there exist an automorphism ϕ ofA1mapping x0 to the origin 0, a deformed
Koras-Russell 3-fold X (n, αi, p) of the first kind (1.4), an open neighborhood U of x0, and an
isomorphism Ψ : X (s,R)|U → X (n, αi, p)|ϕ(U) rendering the following diagram commutative:
X (s,R)|U
Ψ //
ρ

X (n, αi, p)|ϕ(U)
prx

U
ϕ
// ϕ(U).
Proof. (1) The assumption implies ρ−1(x0) ∼= A2. Since the generic fiber of ρ is isomorphic to A2 over
the function field F (x) of A1, letting B = Spec(OA1,x0) we deduce from [47, Theorem 1] that prB :
X (s,R)×A1 B → B is a trivial A2-bundle. This implies the existence of U with the claimed properties.
(2) Since ρ restricts to a trivial A2-bundle over the principal open subset Ds ⊂ A1, where s 6= 0,
x0 is a zero of s(x). Up to a coordinate change, we may assume x0 = 0 and write s(x) = xns˜(x),
where n ≥ 1 and s˜(0) 6= 0. This yields R(x, y, t) = a(y, t) + xb(x, y, t) and ρ−1(0) = {a(y, t) = 0} ×
Spec(F [z]). Since by hypothesis C = {a(y, t) = 0} is a singular curve, the Lin-Zaidenberg theorem shows
there exists an F -automorphism ϕ∗ of F [y, t] such that ϕ∗(a) = yα1 + tα2 for coprime integers αi ≥ 2.
This automorphism ϕ∗ extends an F [x]-automorphism Φ∗ of F [x][y, t] defined by Φ∗(
∑
aij(x)y
itj) =∑
aij(x)ϕ
∗(yitj). Letting p(x, y, t) = Φ∗(b(x, y, t)), we have by construction:
Φ∗(R(x, y, t)) = Φ∗(a(y, t) + xb(x, y, t)) = yα1 + tα2 + xp(x, y, t).
So Φ∗ maps s(x) identically to itself and it maps the ideal I = (s(x), R(x, y, t)) isomorphically to J =
(s(x), yα1 + tα2 + xp(x, y, t)). By the universal property of affine modifications [31, Proposition 2.1], the
corresponding automorphism Φ of A3 = Spec(F [x, y, t]) lifts to an A1x-isomorphism between X (s,R)
and the Koras-Russell fiber bundle:
ρ : X˜ (s,R) := {s(x)z = yα1 + tα2 + xp(x, y, t)} → A1x.
We define the closed subscheme X (n, αi, p) of A4 by the equation
{xnz = yα1 + tα2 + xp(x, y, t)},
and let U := Ds˜ ⊂ A1 be the principal open subset where s˜ 6= 0. Then X˜ (s,R)|U and X (n, αi, p)|U
are isomorphic as U-schemes since s˜(x)z is a coordinate function on F [x]s˜(x)[y, z, t] over F [x]s˜(x). To
conclude X (n, αi, p) is a deformed Koras-Russell 3-fold as in Example 4.1, it remains to show n ≥ 2.
Since X (s,R)|U is smooth, X (n, αi, p) is smooth in an open neighborhood of pr−1x (0), which implies
n ≥ 2 by the Jacobian criterion. 
Corollary 4.3. Suppose ρ : X (s,R) → A1x is a Koras-Russell fiber bundle, and let U0 ⊂ A
1 be the
complement of the finitely many points for which the scheme-theoretic fiber of ρ is singular. Then
ρ : X (s,R)|U0 → U0 is a trivial A
2-bundle.
Proof. By Lemma 4.2 (1), ρ : X (s,R)|U0 → U0 is a Zariski locally trivial A
2-bundle, hence isomorphic to
a rank 2 vector bundle by [8, Theorem 4.4], which is in fact trivial since U0 is an open subset of A1. 
Example 4.4. For coprime integers αi ≥ 2we define X (s,R) ⊂ A4 by the equation:
{x2(x− 1)z = (x− 1)(yα1 + tα2) + x(y + t2) + x(x − 1)}.
This is a smooth scheme by the Jacobian criterion. We have R(0, y, t) = −(yα1 + tα2), while for x = 1:
R(x, y, t) = (y + t2) + (x− 1)(yα1 + tα2 + y + t2 + x).
Here {yα1 + tα2 = 0} and {y+ t2 = 0} satisfy hypothesis (1) of Definition 1.7; hence ρ : X (s,R)→ A1x is a
Koras-Russell fiber bundle. Furthermore, ρ restricts to a trivialA2-bundle over A1r{0} by Corollary 4.3.
Lemma 4.5. Suppose ρ : X (s,R)→ A1x is a Koras-Russell fiber bundle, and ρ
−1(x0) ∼= C ×A1 is singular
for the rational point x0 ∈ A1(F ). Let π : X˜ (s,R) → X (s,R) be the affine modification of X (s,R) along
the divisor {x = x0} with center {c} × A1 ⊂ ρ−1(x0) over a smooth point c on the curve C.
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(1) Then ρ˜ = ρ ◦ π : X˜ (s,R)→ A1x is a Koras-Russell fiber bundle with ρ˜
−1(x0) ∼= A
2.
(2) By restricting π to X˜ (s,R)r ρ˜−1(x0) we obtain an isomorphism and a commutative diagram:
X˜ (s,R)r ρ˜−1(x0)
∼= //
ρ˜
&&◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆
X (s,R)r ρ−1(x0)
ρ
xx♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
A1.
Proof. (1) Up to a change of coordinates, we may assume x0 = 0, s(x) = xns˜(x), n ≥ 2, s˜(0) 6= 0, and:
R(x, y, t) = yα1 − tα2 + xb(x, y, t).
Furthermore, wemay assume the center is the line over the point c = (1, 1) on the curve C = {yα1 = tα2}.
Since X (s,R) and the center {c} × A1 of the affine modification π : X˜ (s,R)→ X (s,R) are smooth, so is
X˜ (s,R). It remains to check ρ˜−1(0) ∼= A2. Setting y = xy1 + 1 and t = xt1 + 1 yields:
yα1 − tα2 + xb(x, y, t) = x (α1y1 − α2t1) + b(0, 1, 1)) + x
2b˜(x, y1, t1).
Thus the equation defining X˜ (s,R) in A4 takes the form:
{xn−1s˜(x)z = x−1R(x, xy1 + 1, xt1 + 1) = α1y1 − α2t1 + b(0, 1, 1) + xb˜(x, y1, t1)}.
This implies ρ˜−1(0) ∼= {α1y1 = α2t1 + b(0, 1, 1)} × A1 is the fiber product of an affine line in A2 by A1,
i.e., it is isomorphic to A2. Part (2) follows readily. 
4.2. A1-contractibility of deformed Koras-Russell 3-folds after simplicial suspension. In this section
we refine the results and techniques in [14, §3.2].
Lemma 4.6. If X (n, αi, p) is a deformed Koras-Russell 3-fold of the first kind (1.4), then:
X (n, αi, p)r ({x = y = t = 0} ∼= A
1
z) ∼A1 A
2 r {(0, 0)}.
Proof. Using a coordinate change we may rewrite the defining equation for X (n, αi, p) as:
X (α2) := {x
nz = yα1 − tα2 + xp(x, y, t)}, α2 ≥ 1.
Let π := prx,t : X (α2)→ A
2 and define ϕα2 : A
2 = Spec(F [u, v])→ A2 by (u, v) 7→ (x, t) = (uα1−vα2 , v).
Here ϕα2 is a cyclic Galois cover, fully ramified over the line {t = 0} ⊂ A
2 and étale elsewhere. The fiber
product X (α2)×A2x,t A
2
u,v is isomorphic to the closed subscheme of A
4 = Spec(F [u, v][y, z]) defined by:
X˜ (α2) := {(u
α1 − vα2)nz = yα1 − vα2 + (uα1 − vα2)p(uα1 − vα2 , y, v)}.
The Galois group µα1 of the cover ϕα2 of X˜ (α2) is generated by (u, v, y, z) 7→ (εu, v, y, z), where ε ∈ F
∗
is a primitive α1-th root of unity. The projection π˜ := pru,v : X˜ (α2)→ A
2 restricts to a trivial A1-bundle
over the complement of the irreducible curve Γα1,α2 := {u
α1 − vα2 = 0}. The fiber of π˜ over (0, 0) is
supported by the line A˜1z := {u = v = y = 0}, while π˜
−1(Γα1,α2) is isomorphic to:
Spec(F [u, v][y, z]/(uα1 − vα2 , yα1 − uα1)).
The normalization map ν : Γ˜α1,α2 = Spec(F [w]) → Γα1,α2 , w 7→ (w
α2 , wα1), restricts to an isomorphism
between Γ˜α1,α2r{(0, 0)} = A
1
∗ and Γα1,α2r{(0, 0)}. Moreover, π˜
−1(Γα1,α2r{(0, 0)}) splits into a disjoint
union of α1 irreducible components Dεi := {uα1 − vα2 = y − εiu}r {u = v = y = 0}, 0 ≤ i ≤ α1 − 1, all
isomorphic to A1∗ × Spec(F [z]). It follows that π˜ restricts to a smooth affine map
π˜i : X˜i := X˜ (α2)r A˜1z ∪
⋃
j 6=i
Dεj → A
2 r {(0, 0)},
and a locally trivial A1-bundle since all its fibers are isomorphic to A1 [32, Theorem 1].
We let δ˜ : S˜ → A2 r {(0, 0)} denote the smooth scheme obtained by gluing the α1 copies
S˜εi := Spec(F [uεi , v])r {(0, 0)}, 0 ≤ i ≤ α1 − 1,
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of A2 r {(0, 0)} by the identity map away from the cuspidal curves {uα1εi = v
α2}. With this definition,
π˜ : X˜ (α2)r A˜1z → A
2 r {(0, 0)}
factors through the locally trivial A1-bundle:
ρ˜α2 : X˜ (α2)r A˜
1
z → S˜.
The action of the Galois group µα1 lifts readily to an action on S˜ defined by sending (uεi , v) ∈ S˜εi to
(εuεi+1 , v) ∈ S˜εi+1 . This yields µα1 -equivariant maps ρ˜α2 : X˜ (α2)r A˜1z → S˜ and δ˜ : S˜ → A
2 r {(0, 0)}.
As algebraic spaces, the geometric quotients of X˜ (α2)rA˜1z and A
2r{(0, 0)} under the µα1-actions are
isomorphic toX (α2)rA1z respectivelyA
2r({0, 0}) = Spec(F [x, t])r{(0, 0)}. The geometric quotient for
the µα1 -action on S˜ is an algebraic space S(α1, α2) (see e.g., [46]). The map δ : S(α1, α2)→ A
2 r ({0, 0})
induced by δ˜ has the following properties:
» δ restricts to an isomorphism away from the punctured affine line {x = 0} ∼= Spec(F [t±1]).
» The restriction of δ to δ−1({x = 0}) is an étale cyclic Galois cover of order α1 isomorphic to the
projection prt : Spec(F [t
±1][u]/(uα1 − tα2))→ Spec(F [t±1]).
Likewise, ρ˜α2 : X˜ (α2) r A˜1z → S˜ descends to an étale locally trivial A
1-bundle ρα2 : X (α2) r A
1
z →
S(α1, α2). While the ramified Galois cover ϕα2 : A
2 → A2 depends on α1 and α2, the algebraic space
δ : S(α1, α2) → A2 r ({0, 0}) depends only on α1 as explained in [14, Lemma 3.2] and [15, §1.1]. When
α2 ≥ 2,X (α2)rA1z andX (1)rA
1
z are étale locally trivialA
1-bundles over the algebraic space S(α1, α2) =
S(α1, 1) = S; in general, this is not a scheme (see [15, Remark 1.1]). As a consequence, the fiber product
W := (X (α2)rA
1
z)×S (X (1)rA
1
z)
is simultaneously an étale locally trivial A1-bundle over X (α2) r A1z and X (1) r A
1
z via the first and
second projection, respectively. Since X (α2)rA1z is a scheme for α2 ≥ 1, these bundles are locally trivial
in the Zariski topology. It follows that pr1 : W → X (α2) r A
1
z and pr2 : W → X (1) r A
1
z are A
1-weak
equivalences.
To complete the proof it remains to show X (1) r A1z is A
1-weakly equivalent to A2 r {(0, 0)}. When
α2 = 1, the fiber pr−1x (0) of prx : X (1) → A
1
x is isomorphic to A
2 = Spec(F [y, z]), and prx : X (1) → A
1
x
is a trivial A2-bundle by virtue of [47]. Furthermore, since A1z ⊂ pr
−1
x (0) is the line {y = 0}, the chain of
inclusions A1z ⊂ pr
−1
x (0) ⊂ X (1) identifies with the linear subspaces {x = α = 0} ⊂ {x = 0} ⊂ A
1 × A2.
The projection prx,α : A
1 × A2 r {x = α = 0} → A2 r {(0, 0)} yields the desired A1-weak equivalence
X (1)rA1z ∼A1 A
2 r {(0, 0)}. 
The proof of the next result combines the techniques used in [14] and [26].
Theorem 4.7. If X (n, αi, p) is a deformed Koras-Russell 3-fold of the first kind (1.4), then:
ΣsX (n, αi, p) ∼A1 ∗.
Proof. Recall X (n, αi, p) := {xnz = yα1 + tα2 + xp(x, y, t)} ⊂ A4 and A1z ∼= {x = y = t = 0} ⊂ X (n, αi, p).
Lemma 4.6 shows X (n, αi, p)rA1z is A
1-weakly equivalent to A2 r {(0, 0)}. Since A1z has trivial normal
bundle in X (n, αi, p), homotopy purity [39, Theorem 3.2.23] implies A1-weak equivalences:
X (n, αi, p)/(X (n, αi, p)rA
1
z) ∼A1 (A
1
z)+ ∧ (P
1)∧2 ∼A1 (P
1)∧2.
Since ΣsA2 r {(0, 0)} is A1-weakly equivalent to S2 ∧ (Gm)∧2 ∼A1 (P1)∧2, the cofiber sequence
(4.8) X (n, αi, p)r A1z → X (n, αi, p)→ X (n, αi, p)/(X (n, αi, p)rA
1
z)
induces via simplicial suspension the connecting map:
(4.9) X (n, αi, p)/(X (n, αi, p)rA1z) ∼A1 (P
1)∧2
∂
→ ΣsX (n, αi, p)rA
1
z ∼A1 ΣsA
2 r {(0, 0)} ∼A1 (P
1)∧2.
To conclude that ΣsX (n, αi, p) is A1-contractible, it suffices to show (4.9) is an A1-weak equivalence.
There are isomorphisms for Milnor-WittK-theory sheaves
H1(X (n, αi, p)rA
1
z,K
MW
2 )
∼= H1(A2 r {(0, 0)},KMW2 )
∼= KMW0 (F )
∼= H2((P1)∧2,KMW2 ),
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so that the long exact sequence in cohomology associated to (4.8) takes the form:
· · · → H1(X (n, αi, p),K
MW
2 )→ K
MW
0 (F )
α
→ KMW0 (F )→ H
2(X (n, αi, p),K
MW
2 )→ · · · .
The KMW0 (F )-linear map α is multiplication by the element of K
MW
0 (F ) corresponding to ∂ in (4.9)
under the isomorphism [(P1)∧2, (P1)∧2]A1 ∼= KMW0 (F ). We claim α is an isomorphism, in fact:
H1(X (n, αi, p),K
MW
2 ) = H
2(X (n, αi, p),K
MW
2 ) = 0.
SinceHi+m((P1)∧m,KMW2+m) = 0 for i ≥ 1, the fact that there is a cofiber sequence
(P1)∧m → X (n, αi, p)+ ∧ (P
1)∧m → X (n, αi, p) ∧ (P
1)∧m
and
Hi(X (n, αi, p),K
MW
2 )
∼= Hi+m(X (n, αi, p)+ ∧ (P
1)∧m,KMW2+m)
for i,m ≥ 1 [18], it suffices to show X (n, αi, p)∧ (P1)∧m ∼A1 ∗ form≫ 0. This follows from Theorem 3.1
since for every smooth affine scheme Y the pullback map
CH∗(Y)→ CH∗(X (n, αi, p)× Y)
is an isomorphism, owing to Corollary 3.5. 
Let σ = prx,y,t : X (n, αi, p) → A
3 be the morphism expressing X (n, αi, p) as the affine modification
of A3 along div(xn) along div(xn) with center at the closed subscheme defined by the ideal (xn, yα1 +
tα2 + xp(x, y, t)). Let π : ˜X (n, αi, p) → X (n, αi, p) be the affine modification of X (n, αi, p) along div(x)
with center Z˜ : {q} × A1 ⊂ ρ−1(0) for a smooth point q on the cuspidal curve Γα1,α2 . Corollary 4.3 and
Lemma 4.5 imply the composite
ρ˜ = ρ ◦ π : ˜X (n, αi, p)→ A
1
x
is a trivial A2-bundle. This yields a commutative diagram of horizontal cofiber sequences:
˜X (n, αi, p)r ρ˜
−1(0) //
∼=

˜X (n, αi, p) //
pi

˜X (n, αi, p)/( ˜X (n, αi, p)r ρ˜
−1(0)) ∼A1 A
2
+ ∧ P
1 ∼A1 P
1
pi

X (n, αi, p)r ρ−1(0) //
∼=

X (n, αi, p) //
σ

X (n, αi, p)/(X (n, αi, p)r ρ−1(0))
σ

A1 r {0} × A2 // A1 × A2 // A1 × A2/(A1 r {0} × A2) ∼A1 A
2
+ ∧ P
1 ∼A1 P
1.
Since ˜X (n, αi, p) ∼= A1 × A2 is A1-contractible and ΣsX (n, αi, p) is A1-contractible by Theorem 4.7, we
obtain the induced A1-weak equivalences
(4.10) Σsπ : Σs ˜X (n, αi, p)
∼
A1→ ΣsX (n, αi, p),
and:
(4.11) Σsσ : ΣsX (n, αi, p)
∼
A1→ Σs(A
1 × A2).
Corollary 4.12. There are naturally induced A1-weak equivalences
Σsπ : ΣsP
1 ∼A1→ Σs(X (n, αi, p)/(X (n, αi, p)r ρ
−1(0)),
and:
Σsσ : Σs(X (n, αi, p)/(X (n, αi, p)r ρ
−1(0))
∼
A1→ ΣsP
1.
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4.3. A1-contractibility of Koras-Russell fiber bundles after simplicial suspension. In this section we
prove Theorem 1.13 stated in the introduction.
Theorem 4.13. Let ρ : X (s,R)→ A1x be a Koras-Russell fiber bundle. Then ΣsX (s,R) is A
1-contractible.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of singular fibers of ρ : X (s,R) → A1x. If there are no
singular fibers, then ρ is a trivial A2-bundle by Corollary 4.3, so that X (s,R) is trivially A1-contractible.
Suppose x0 ∈ A1(F ) is a point with singular fiber ρ−1(x0). As in Lemma 4.5 the affine modification
π : X˜ (s,R)→ X (s,R)
yields a Koras-Russell fiber bundle with one less singular fiber than ρ : X (s,R)→ A1x, namely:
ρ˜ = ρ ◦ π : X˜ (s,R)→ A1x.
It suffices to show that ifΣsX˜ (s,R) isA1-contractible, then so isΣsX (s,R). By Lemma 4.2(2), there exists
an open neighborhood U of 0, a deformed Koras-Russell 3-fold of the first kind prx : X (n, αi, p) → A
1
x,
and an isomorphism of U-schemes Ψ : X (s,R)|U
∼=
→ X (n, αi, p)|U . We form the affine modification
π′ : ˜X (n, αi, p)→ X (n, αi, p)
along the principal divisor pr−1x (x0) with center in the image of Ψ restricted to the center of π, and set
p˜rx = prx ◦ π
′ : ˜X (n, αi, p)→ A1x. By [31, Proposition 2.1]Ψ lifts to an isomorphism of U-schemes:
Ψ˜ : X˜ (s,R)|U
∼=
→ ˜X (n, αi, p)|U .
Invoking excision, Ψ induces an A1-weak equivalence
θ : Th := X (s,R)/(X (s,R)r ρ−1(x0))
∼
A1→ Th′ := X (n, αi, p)/(X (n, αi, p)r pr
−1
x (x0))
between the homotopy cofibers of the open inclusions X (s,R) r ρ−1(x0) →֒ X (s,R) and X (n, αi, p) r
pr−1x (x0) →֒ X (n, αi, p), respectively. Similarly, Ψ˜ induces an A
1-weak equivalence
θ˜ : T˜h := X˜ (s,R)/(X˜ (s,R)r ρ˜−1(x0))
∼
A1→ T˜h
′
:= ˜X (n, αi, p)/( ˜X (n, αi, p)r p˜rx
−1
(x0))
between the homotopy cofibers of the open inclusions X˜ (s,R) r ρ˜−1(x0) →֒ X˜ (s,R) and ˜X (n, αi, p) r
p˜rx
−1
(x0) →֒ ˜X (n, αi, p), respectively. Letting π : T˜h→ Th and π′ : T˜h
′
→ Th′ denote the natural maps
induced by π and π′, respectively, we obtain the commutative diagram:
T˜h
θ˜ //
pi

T˜h
′
pi′

Th
θ // Th′.
The map π′ gives rise to a commutative diagram:
· · · // Σs ˜X (n, αi, p)r p˜rx
−1(x0) //
∼=

Σs ˜X (n, αi, p)
Σspi
′

// ΣsT˜h
′
Σspi
′

// · · ·
· · · // ΣsX (n, αi, p)r pr−1x (x0) // ΣsX (n, αi, p) // ΣsTh
′ // · · · .
Corollary 4.3 shows p˜rx : ˜X (n, αi, p)→ A
1
x is a trivialA
2-bundle, so that Σs ˜X (n, αi, p) is A1-contractible.
Here Σsπ′ : ΣsT˜h
′
→ ΣsTh
′ and hence Σsπ : ΣsT˜h→ ΣsTh are A1-weak equivalence by Corollary 4.12.
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In the commutative diagram of cofiber sequences
ΣsX˜ (s,R)r ρ˜−1(x0) //
∼=

ΣsX˜ (s,R)
Σspi

// ΣsT˜h
Σspi

ΣsX (s,R)r ρ−1(x0) // ΣsX (s,R) // ΣsTh,
ΣsX˜ (s,R) is A1-contractible by the induction hypothesis. The very weak five lemma in pointed model
categories [14, Lemma 2.1] implies Σsπ is an A1-weak equivalence, and hence ΣsX (s,R) ∼A1 ∗. 
4.4. A1-contractibility of iteratedKoras-Russell 3-folds after simplicial suspension. In this section we
prove Theorem 1.16 stated in the introduction.
Theorem 4.14. If Y(m,ni, αi, p) is an iterated Koras-Russell 3-fold of the first kind (1.15), then:
ΣsY(m,ni, αi, p) ∼A1 ∗.
Proof. Setting A1y := {x = z = t = 0} ⊂ Y(m,ni, αi, p) gives us the connecting map
(4.15) Y(m,ni, αi, p)/(Y(m,ni, αi, p)rA1y) ∼A1 (P
1)∧2
∂
→ ΣsY(m,ni, αi, p)rA
1
y
associated to the cofiber sequence:
Y(m,ni, αi, p)rA
1
y → Y(m,ni, αi, p)→ Y(m,ni, αi, p)/(Y(m,ni, αi, p)rA
1
y).
To conclude ΣsY(m,ni, αi, p) ∼A1 ∗ it suffices to show ∂ in (4.15) is an A1-weak equivalence. First
we observe that Y(m,ni, αi, p) ∧ (P1)∧n ∼A1 ∗ for n ≫ 0 by Corollary 3.6. Following the proof of
Corollary 4.12 we show Y(m,ni, αi, p)rA1y is A
1-weakly equivalent to A2 r {(0, 0)}.
Set π := prx,t : Y(m,ni, αi, p) → A
2 and define ϕ : A2 = Spec(F [u, v]) → A2 by (u, v) 7→ (x, t) =
(−uα1m − vα2 , v); this is a cyclic Galois cover of order mα1 which is fully ramified over {t = 0} ⊂ A2
and étale elsewhere. The fiber product Y(m,ni, αi, p)×A2x,t A
2
u,v is isomorphic to the closed subscheme
˜Y(m,ni, αi, p) := {(−u
α1m−vα2)n1z = ((−uα1m−vα2)n2y+zm)α1+vα2+(−uα1m−vα2)p(−uα1m−vα2 , y, v)},
ofA4u,v,y,z. The Galois group µmα1 of the coverϕ of ˜Y(m,ni, αi, p) is generated by (u, v, y, z) 7→ (εu, v, y, z),
where ε ∈ F ∗ is a primitive α1m-th root of unity. Moreover, the projection map
π˜ := pru,v :
˜Y(m,ni, αi, p)→ A
2
restricts to a trivial A1-bundle over the complement in A2 of the irreducible cuspidal curve Γα1m,α2 =
{uα1m + vα2 = 0}. The fiber of π˜ over the origin {(0, 0)} is supported by the line A˜1z := {u = v = z = 0},
and π˜−1(Γα1m,α2) is isomorphic to:
Spec(F [u, v][y, z]/(−uα1m − vα2 , zmα1 − umα1)).
The normalization map ν : ˜Γα1m,α2 = A
1
w → Γα1m,α2 , w 7→ (w
α2 , wmα1), restricts to an isomorphism
between ˜Γα1m,α2r{(0, 0)} = A
1
∗ and Γα1m,α2r{(0, 0)}, while π˜
−1(Γα1m,α2r{(0, 0)}) splits into a disjoint
union of α1m irreducible components
Dεi : {u
mα1 − vα2 = z − εiu = 0}r {u = v = z = 0}, 0 ≤ i ≤ α1m− 1,
all isomorphic to A1∗ × Spec(F [y]). As in the proof of Lemma 4.6 we conclude the map
π˜ : ˜Y(m,ni, αi, p)r A˜1z → A
2 r {(0, 0)}
factors through a locally trivial A1-bundle
ρ˜ : ˜Y(m,ni, αi, p)r A˜1z → S˜
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over a smooth scheme δ˜ : S˜ → A2 r {(0, 0)}. This is achieved by gluing together the mα1-copies
S˜εi = Spec(F [uεi , v])r {(0, 0)} of A2 r {(0, 0)}, 0 ≤ i ≤ mα1 − 1, using the identity map away from the
curves {umα1εi − v
α2 = 0}. Furthermore, ρ˜ descends to an étale locally trivial A1-bundle
ρ : Y(m,ni, αi, p)rA
1
y → S(mα1, α2)
over the algebraic space constructed in Lemma 4.6. SinceS(mα1, α2) = S(mα1, 1) there exists a scheme
and a total space of Zariski locally trivialA1-bundles over Y(m,ni, αi, p)rA1y andA
2r{(0, 0)}×A1. This
construction furnishes the desiredA1-weak equivalence between Y(m,ni, αi, p)rA1y and the punctured
affine plane A2 r {(0, 0)}. 
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